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Towards Skyscape Archaeology 
By Fabio Silva 
 

Key Features: 

· New theoretical approach to archaeoastronomy 

 

· Important case studies explained for a wide audience 

 

· Gives an overview of the subject 
 

The study of beliefs and practices concerning the sky in the past and the uses to which 

people's understanding of the sky was put has long been of great interest to 

archaeologists and the wider public, but also controversial. After the dispute in the 

1960s and 70s between archaeologists and astronomers over the intentionality behind 

identified high-precision alignments such as those at Stonehenge, the modern discipline 

of archaeoastronomy has found its feet deeply rooted in fieldwork and statistical tests 

for validity. However, archaeoastronomy, particularly its prehistoric variety, is 

currently at an impasse. Although thousands of structures have now been surveyed for 

celestial alignments, and statistical analyses do suggest some degree of intentionality in 

some cases, only very rarely have these been successfully interpreted and integrated 

into the archaeological narrative. Archaeoastronomers have failed to fully engage with 

what the alignments meant for prehistoric people and why they decided to incorporate 

them into their structures. This impasse is one&#8232;of the reasons why 

archaeologists have for so long kept their distance. 

 

Towards Skyscape Archaeology looks at archaeoastronomical theory and method from 

the point of view of archaeology. It highlights current limitations and suggests what 

needs to be addressed and overcome for archaeoastronomy to produce knowledge of 

value to the broader academic community. It argues that archaeoastronomy needs to 

come closer to archaeology; it needs to become a skyscape archaeology, and proposes 

ways to achieve this. Using case studies from Peru, Scotland, Spain, Malta and 

Stonehenge, Fabio Silva challenges the orthodoxy and argues that with a different 

approach we can further our understanding of the cosmology and worldviews of the 

cultures and societies. 

 

About the Author: 
Fabio Silva is a Research Associate at the Institute of Archaeology, University College 

London and teaches a postgraduate module on archaeoastronomy for the University of 

Wales Trinity Saint David. His main interest is in how humans perceive their 

environment. 
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The Materiality of Magic 
Edited by Ceri Houlbrook and Natalie Armitage 
 

Key Features: 

· New research and theoretical approaches to material culture and ritual 

practices associated with magic and superstition 

 

· Explores the evolution of susperstitions, folklore and ritual customs 

 

· Investigates the value of the material record as a resource in 

investigations into magic, ritual practices, and popular beliefs. 

 
The subject of 'magic' has long been considered peripheral and sensationalist, the word 

itself having become something of an academic taboo. However, beliefs in magic and 

the rituals that surround them are extensive – as are their material manifestations – and 

to avoid them is to ignore a prevalent aspect of cultures worldwide, from prehistory to 

the present day. The Materiality of Magic addresses the value of the material record as 

a resource in investigations into magic, ritual practices, and popular beliefs. The 

chronological and geographic focuses of the papers presented here vary from 

prehistory to the present-day, including numinous interpretations of fossils and ritual 

deposits in Bronze Age Europe; apotropaic devices in Roman and Medieval Britain; 

the evolution of superstitions and ritual customs – from the 'voodoo doll' of Europe and 

Africa to a Scottish 'wishing-tree'; and an exploration of spatiality in West African 

healing practices.  

The objectives of this collection of nine papers are two-fold. First, to provide a 

platform from which to showcase innovative research and theoretical approaches in a 

subject which has largely been neglected within archaeology and related disciplines, 

and, secondly, to redress this neglect. The papers were presented at the 2012 

Theoretical Archaeology Group (TAG) conference in Liverpool. 

 

 

About the Author: 
Ceri Houlbrook is a PhD student at Manchester University with research interests in 

the archaeology of British folklore and ritual, and contemporary folkloric customs, in 

particularly how folkloric practices become acclimatised to different times and places, 

and the processes which lead to their survivals, revivals, and recontextualisations. 

 

Natalie Armitage is a PhD student at Manchester University with research interests in 

the historical and cultural representations of figurative image magic including aspects 

of race and constructions of negative stereotypes surrounding religion, magical practice 

and superstition.  
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Assembling Çatalhöyük 
Edited by Ian Hodder and Arkadiusz Marciniak 

 
Assembling Çatalhöyük, like archaeological remains, can be read in a number of ways. 

At one level the volume reports on the exciting new discoveries and advances that are 

being made in the understanding of the 9000 year-old Neolithic site of Çatalhöyük. The 

site has long been central to debates about early village societies and the formation of 

'mega-sites' in the Middle East. The current long-term project has made many advances 

in our understanding of the site that impact our wider understanding of the Neolithic 

and its spread into Europe from the Middle East. These advances concern use of the 

environment, climate change, subsistence practices, social and economic organization, 

the role of religion, ritual and symbolism. At another level, the volume reports on 

methodological advances that have been made by team members, including the 

development of reflexive methods, paperless recording on site, the integrated use of 3D 

visualization, and interactive archives. The long-term nature of the project allows these 

various innovations to be evaluated and critiqued. In particular, the volume includes 

analyses of the social networks that underpin the assembling of data, and documents 

the complex ways in which arguments are built within quickly transforming alliances 

and allegiances within the team. In particular, the volume explores how close inter-

disciplinarity, and the assembling of different forms of data from different sub-

disciplines, allow the weaving together of information into robust, distributed 

arguments. 
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Scienze ad Alta Quota 
Edited by Alba Zanini 

 
The high mountain is a valuable natural laboratory for many categories of scientists: 

geologists, meteorologists, climatologists, biologists, 

botanists, zoologists, physicists, astronomers. Only in high mountains, in the last half 

century, astronomy and physics, the extremely large and the extremely small, were able 

to connect to such an extent that today it is almost impossible to talk about astronomy 

and cosmology 

without speaking simultaneously about physics and elementary particles. The book, 

entirely focused on research stations in the high mountains, both in Europe and the 

world, is full of fascinating topics. High altitude research stations mean all laboratories 

which are located at a minimum of 2.500 meters over the sea level. Born in Europe in 

the late nineteenth century, at the dawn of modern science, now they're all over the 

world. The oldest European observatory, for example, is on the Pic du Midi (2.877 m.) 

built in 1878, and the 

highest laboratory in the world is on the Chacaltaya (La Paz) inaugurated in 1940 at 

5.200 meters over the sea level. The volume edited by Alba Zanini, also curator of 

Inventions Discoveries and Machines, in addition to speaking about the high mountain 

laboratories, focuses on the fascination that the high peaks have exercised on poets and 

artists, reconstructs the historical events of the early pioneers of scientific research at 

high altitude and devotes space to large underground laboratories such as that under the 

Gran Sasso in the Central Apennines, and the big experiments at high altitudes 

currently underway in Chile and Argentina. 

 

This is the Italian language edition. 
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Science at High Altitudes 
Edited by Alba Zanini 

 
The high mountain is a valuable natural laboratory for many categories of scientists: 

geologists, meteorologists, climatologists, biologists, 

botanists, zoologists, physicists, astronomers. Only in high mountains, in the last half 

century, astronomy and physics, the extremely large and the extremely small, were able 

to connect to such an extent that today it is almost impossible to talk about astronomy 

and cosmology 

without speaking simultaneously about physics and elementary particles. The book, 

entirely focused on research stations in the high mountains, both in Europe and the 

world, is full of fascinating topics. High altitude research stations mean all laboratories 

which are located at a minimum of 2.500 meters over the sea level. Born in Europe in 

the late nineteenth century, at the dawn of modern science, now they're all over the 

world. The oldest European observatory, for example, is on the Pic du Midi (2.877 m.) 

built in 1878, and the 

highest laboratory in the world is on the Chacaltaya (La Paz) inaugurated in 1940 at 

5.200 meters over the sea level. The volume edited by Alba Zanini, also curator of 

Inventions Discoveries and Machines, in addition to speaking about the high mountain 

laboratories, focuses on the fascination that the high peaks have exercised on poets and 

artists, reconstructs the historical events of the early pioneers of scientific research at 

high altitude and devotes space to large underground laboratories such as that under the 

Gran Sasso in the Central Apennines, and the big experiments at high altitudes 

currently underway in Chile and Argentina. 

 

This is the English language edition. 
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Archaeological Investigations between Cayenne 

Island and the Maroni River 
A cultural sequence of western coastal French Guiana from 5000 BP to 

present 

By Martijn M. Van den Bel 

 
Stratigraphic archaeological research in French Guiana is barely 50 years old and has 

been conducted primarily in the coastal zone, stretching approximately between 5 and 

50 kilometres from the Atlantic coast to the Precambrian Shield. This bias, mainly 

caused by means of modern infrastructure, has sketched an archaeological record 

concerning pre-Columbian French Guiana focussing on the Late Ceramic Age (AD 

900-1500) of Cayenne Island as well as the western Holocene coastal plains. The 

present study contains the results of six archaeological investigations, conducted from 

a compliance archaeological perspective, in order to enhance our knowledge of the 

afore-mentioned coastal area. It not only presents us with fresh archaeological data on 

the (Late) Archaic and Early Ceramic Age, a hiatus that is now partially filled up, but 

also sheds new light on the Late Ceramic Age of this specific region concerning 

funerary rites, ceramic series and subsistence economy. 

 

Martijn van den Bel studied History and Archaeology of Indigenous America at Leiden 

University and graduated in 1995 with an ethnoarchaeological study on the Palikur 

potters of French Guiana. Currently he works as a project leader for Inrap in French 

Guiana. He carries out compliance archaeological research in the French Guiana and 

the French Lesser Antilles. Next to archaeology, Martijn is interested in the early 

history of the Guianas and the Lesser Antilles, notably the encounter between 

Amerindians and Europeans during the 16th and 17th century, resulting in various 

publications. 
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Connected by the Sea 
Proceedings of the Tenth International Symposium on Boat and Ship 

Archaeology, Denmark 2003 

By Lucy Blue, Frederick M. Hocker and Anton Englert 

 
The 10th International Symposium on Boat and Ship Archaeology  was held in 

Roskilde, Denmark in 2003. The theme of the meeting  was "Connected by the Sea", 

and was designed to emphasise the  role of the sea, seafaring and watercraft as bridges 

rather than  barriers. Maritime archaeology tends to take place within  national borders, 

with a national focus, yet the very premise of  seafaring is the desire to travel beyond 

the horizon to establish  contact with other places and cultures. The conference theme 

was  chosen to encourage the maritime archaeological community to  think in 

international terms. 
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Door de lens van de landschapsbiografie 
Edited by Jan Kolen, Hanneke Ronnes and Rita Hermans 

 
This Dutch-language book contains a collection of the best essays written in the 

context of a Masters course entitled "The Biography of the Landscape", taught at the 

VU University (Amsterdam). The essays deal with the long and complex histories of 

landscapes from a personal, social, cultural and geographical perspective. 

The essays focus on the different manners in which monuments and landscapes 

transformed over time, involving processes of forgetting and remembering both on a 

conscious and unconscious level. 

This books is the first volume of the CLUES-series. CLUES is an international 

scientific series covering research in the field of culture, history and heritage which 

have been written by, or were performed under the supervision of members of the 

research institute CLUE+. The series will primarily publish books in the English 

language. 

 

 

 

CLUES is an international scientific series covering research in the field of culture, 

history and heritage which have been written by, or were performed under the 

supervision of members of the research institute CLUE+. 
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For Future Generations 
Conservation of a Tudor Maritime Collection 

By Mark Jones 

 
The Mary Rose, one of the first great British warships and  Henry VIII's flagship, sank 

in 1545, taking all her  contents and most of her crew to the bottom of the sea. The  

conservation of the hull of the Mary Rose, and more than 26,000  objects recovered 

during her excavation, has been a massive  undertaking. The complex process of 

conservation was begun even  before the hull was raised from the seabed in 1982, and 

continues  today.  For Future Generations: Conservation of a Tudor Maritime 

Collection  is one of the series of books published by the Mary Rose Trust, with the 

Heritage Lottery Fund, on the archaeology of  the Mary Rose. It provides an 

introduction to the conservation  programme devised for the Mary Rose, and the 

principles,  objectives and problems of marine archaeological conservation. A  huge 

range of objects were recovered from the ship, including  wood, textiles, leather, 

ceramics, glass, stone, metals, rope,  pieces of sail-cloth, and many hundreds of animal 

and human  bones. Almost all objects required some kind of treatment to halt  the 

effects of 450 years of immersion in saltwater. This  volume explains the conservation 

methods used for the treatment  and preservation of each major category of material. It 

describes  the processes of decay and degradation and the results of  bacterial and 

animal infestation that affect shipwrecks in  general, and the Mary Rose in particular. 

The variety and  immensity of the task facing the excavators of the Mary Rose was  so 

great that new methods and treatments had to be devised and  tested. It proved to be 

ground-breaking work. The conservation  work did not stop with the stabilisation of the 

hull and objects  from the wreck. Museum display and the continuing storage of most  

objects presented their own problems. This volume also describes  the design and 

construction of specialised display cases,  ensuring that the museum could control and 

monitor potentially  destructive environmental factors such as light, humidity, heat  and 

atmospheric pollution, as well as allowing good public access  to the objects. 
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Medieval Craft-Working in Oxford 
By Alistair Douglas, Chris Jarrett, Kevin Rielly, Ian Riddler and Nicola 

Trzaska-Nartowski 

 
Excavations at the Clarendon Centre, Oxford, have provided an insight into the crafts 

and trades operating adjacent to the wealthy merchants' households and inns of the 

north-west quadrant of the medieval city centre. With trenches situated over former 

'back yard' areas away from the main thoroughfares, the bulk of the evidence derived 

from pits and wells. Finds indicate a vibrant and busy Norman and early medieval 

settlement, with a dramatic decline in the 14th century, reflecting a wider contraction 

of both the economy and demography of Oxford.  

 

Medieval finds reflect industries primarily based around the use of animal waste 

products; two 'lunette knives' are associated with vellum or parchment making. Other 

small-scale or domestic industries are indicated by metal-working residues, glass 

manufacturing waste, evidence for possible cloth dyeing or winemaking, and lime 

burning associated with hide preparation or for mortar manufacture. Alongside these 

industrial residues, faunal evidence suggests relatively high-status dining, with deer 

and porpoise appearing on the table, alongside marine fish. High-status tableware is 

reflected in the presence of imported medieval glass. Arguably the most remarkable 

find from the site is that of a cache of antler and bone-working waste recovered from 

the 14th-century backfill of a masonry-lined well; evidence for antler-working at this 

period is exceptionally rare. Examples of decorative antler work include carved items 

which mimic architectural designs such as window tracery, in miniature. 

 

From the 18th century onwards the continuing proximity of inns fronting Cornmarket 

Street, which were first established in the medieval period, is reflected in assemblages 

of pottery, glass and clay tobacco pipe recovered alongside masonry remains of the 

buildings themselves. 
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Seabed Prehistory 
By Louise Tizzard, Andrew Bicket, Dimitri De Loecker and Edited by 

Jonathan Benjamin and Philippa Bradley 

 
Archaeological investigation of Early Middle Palaeolithic flint tools, including hand 

axes, and faunal remains in the North Sea. This volume also examines submerged and 

buried landscapes. The methods used to recover artefacts and other remains and to 

explore these buried landscapes are also described. The results are placed into the 

context of the British and European Early Middle Palaeolithic. 
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